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There are 3 versions of the SunCoin Expert advisor: Lite, Standard and Elite, each of
those coming with a different price and performance.
If you are still not happy with the results you will see in the next pages contact me for
a personal and more boosted version of the EA.
This is not a grid/martingale EA. Every order placed has a clear and tight stop loss
and a trailing stop system.
This is an intense scalping EA for Gold pair (XAUUSD) and the result of many hours
and hard work spent to optimize it.
Do not use this EA on other currency pairs.
With this EA i tried to emulate the algo systems used by banks and big hedge funds
in which they can scalp few amount of points intensely over a short period of time.
It happens when you see a candle/bar move up and down very fast for just few
points.
That happens because smart money’s robots are trying to accumulate very few
points a lot of times during few minutes. (sometimes it happens for longer than few
minutes)
Following i will show you the backtesting of the last 3 years and also some tests
made on a live account.
Please note that all the tests are made with external (Dukascopy) tick data which
represent the most reliable and accurate way to backtest an EA, if you use the
normal tester in MetaTrader 4 (with Metaquotes data), it just tries to emulate what
happened in the past and that’s not real tick data and it will cause the EA to show
very wrong results as it can open a lot of orders in a low time periods and if ticks are
not accurate, most likely it will not be able to trail the stop properly.
Thus if you want to backtest it on your own please download accurate tick data with
“Quant data manager” or “Tickstory” or any other software available.

BACKTESTING
-- Lite version --

Fixed Lot 0.01

1% of Balance with max lot of 10.0 (max lot can be set in parameters)

-- Standard version --

Fixed Lot 0.01

1% of Balance with max lot of 10.0 (max lot can be set in parameters)

-- Elite version --

Fixed Lot 0.01

1% of Balance with max lot of 10.0 (max lot can be set in parameters)

N.B. Max Lot means once lot reaches size of 10.0 it will stop to increase.
There is no limit to the max amount of lot that can bet set in the
parameters. The only limit is the one imposed by your broker.

LIVE TESTING
These are just a couple of days of testing on a live account.

PARAMETERS

-Type of risk: Here you can choose if you want to use fixed size or percentage of
balance for lot size
-Fixed lot size: Choose size of lot if “Fixed size is selected”

-% of balance to risk for each trade: Choose percentage of balance if
“Percentage is selected”
-Maximum lot: Max lot that can be reached by the EA while auto trading.

-Stop loss size: Choose size of stop loss. Only 50 and 100 can be choosed.
With stop loss=100 it means, in a buy order, if price is 1750,00 the stop loss will be
1749,00 (+spread).
-Maximum spread: Set the maximum spread the pair can reach with the account
type of your broker.
-Include commission: If with the account type you are using you pay commission
for each trade you can set true. If the commission is very low you can leave it to
false.
-Time to start trading: Set the time you want the EA to start trading.

-Time to stop trading: Set the time you want the EA to stop trading.
If you set value 0 to start and stop trading, the EA will trade all day.

TIPS

Here i will include few tips that will help maximize the performance of SunCoin
EA.

1. Try to avoid brokers with STOP_LEVEL > 0. Some brokers like Alpari, even if a
very reliable broker, set a STOP_LEVEL to 10 or more (i didn’t tried all account
type).
This means that the price must reach a minimum distance of 10 points before the
trail can start and this can lower the performance of the EA.
With STOP_LEVEL=0 there is no minimum distance.

2. Try to choose an account type with very low or even better no commissions at all.
Probably the spread will be a bit higher if you have no commissions but if you can
find a nice balance of spread+no commission that would be for the best.

3. The tests are made with no limitation of trading hours but usually during the Asian
session there is lower liquidity (not always though). It would be recommended to
activate the EA only during London and USA sessions but it’s up to you, if you see
nice movement during Asian session go for it.

4. I didn’t have the chance to test the EA during big news/events period. I’d suggest
to disable the EA during those moments.

5. I made all the tests with stop loss=100 but recently i realized that a smaller stop
loss sometimes is even better so i decided to include the possibility to choose also a
stop loss=50. Again, is up to you to make all the tests and choose which one suits
you the best.

6. The EA it will activate only on charts with Timeframe of 4H and backtesting of
Period 4H. Though it can open a lot of trades during a 4H bar/candle as you can see
in live testing.

For any question or suggestion don’t hesitate to contact me at
jojofx.ea@gmail.com
Thanks.
I wish you all green pips and a lot of money with this amazing EA.

